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Directory: A folder used for storing multiple files.

Repository: A directory where Git has been initialized to start version controlling your files.

Commit: A commit is a snapshot of our repository. This way if you ever need to look back at the 
changes you have made (or if someone else does), you will see a nice timeline of all changes.

Untracked files: Files aren't tracked by Git yet. This usually indicates a newly created file.

Staged files: Files are ready to be committed.

Unstaged files: Files with changes that have not been prepared to be committed.

Deleted files: Files that have been deleted and are waiting to be removed from Git.

Staging area: A place where you can group files together before you "commit" them to Git.

Local repository: The repository created in the working directory of your local machine. “master” is 
the default name of the mains branch that git creates. The master branch of your local repository almost
always follows the master of a remote repository (see below).

Remote repository: Git doesn't care what you name your remotes, but it's typical to name your main 
one “origin”. It's also a good idea for your main repository to be on a remote server like GitHub in 
case your machine is lost.

Fork: A copy of a given directory (the original project). It allows you to make changes without 
affecting the original project.

Clone: To clone a remote repository to your local machines (for instance, a forked one) means to 
download the whole remote directory to your local machine. 

Upstream: upstream is a common name usually given to the remote repository of the original project. 
You need to configure a link to the original project that allows to sync and update changes from your 
own fork.

Commit etiquette: You want to try to keep related changes together in separate commits. Using 'git 
diff' gives you a good overview of changes you have made and lets you add files or directories one at a 
time and commit them separately.

Merge: To merge means to join two or more developments stories (branches) together.

HEAD: The HEAD is a pointer that holds your position within all your different commits. By default 
HEAD points to your most recent commit, so it can be used as a quick way to reference that commit 
without having to look up the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA).



Branches: Branches are what naturally happens when you want to work on multiple features at the 
same time. You wouldn't want to end up with a master branch which has Feature A half done and 
Feature B half done. Rather you'd separate the code base into two "snapshots" (branches) and work on 
and commit to them separately. As soon as one was ready, you might merge this branch back into the 
master branch and push it to the remote server.

Pull requests: If you're hosting your repo on GitHub, you can do something called a pull request.
A pull request allows the owner/s of the project to look through your changes and make comments 
before deciding to merge in the change. It's used for remote workers and open-source projects.

Merge conflicts: Merge conflicts can occur when changes are made to a file at the same time. A lot of 
people get really scared when a conflict happens, but fear not! They aren't that scary, you just need to 
decide which code to keep.


